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Abstract: 
 

            Most existing approaches for math word problems directly take the problem sequence as the input, 

ignoring the syntactic and semantic information. In this paper, we propose a transformer neural model for 

math word problems via dependency-based word embedding, which utilizes the relations between objects, 

predicates, and quantities in the problem.  Our model uses an encoder-decoder framework, where the 

encoder takes the dependency-based word embedding as the input, and the decoder predicts the math 

equations for the problems. The experiments show that incorporating dependency information to the 

model improves the representation ability of word embedding, and achieves better performance. 
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I.     INTRODUCTION 

Solving math word problems is one of the hot 

topics in artificial intelligence. Since the 1960s, the 

research of math word problem solving has begun, 

attracting many artificial intelligence experts. The 

common approach for math word problems is 

mapping the problem text to logic forms or 

equations that infer the answer. Table I shows an 

example of a math word problem, which is a minus 

problem. 

The approaches for solving math word problems 

are rule-based at early stage [1]–[3]. These methods 

use predefined rules to match sequences, syntactic 

or semantic representations of the questions, and 

convert them into equations to solve the problem. 

However, these systems require hand-crafted 

engineering to produce the rules and lack specific 

datasets to validate them. Along with the 

construction of the math word problem datasets, 

statistical machine learning approaches are applied 

[4]–[7]. Math word problems are mapped to logic 

forms, mathematical operation sequences, or 

equations through extracted features and then 

calculated to obtain the answers. In recent decades, 

deep learning methods have achieved good 

performance in computer vision and natural 

language processing [8], [9]. Encoder-decoder 

models, especially sequence-to-sequence learning, 

have gained better performance than traditional 

machine learning methods [10]. Sequence-to-

sequence learning usually maps the sequence of a 

question to the sequence of an equation. The 

attention mechanism is used to increase the 

interaction between long-distance words and 

mathematical variables [11]. There are two 

important components in sequence-to-sequence 

learning: the encoder and the decoder. The encoder 

represents transforming math problem sequences 

into real-valued representations. Recent research 

shows that structured representation of the input in 
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an encoder-decoder model improves machine 

translation and question answering [12].  

TABLE I 

A MATH WORD PROBLEM 

Problem Sara played 12 basketball games this year. Her team 

won most of their games. They were defeated 

during 4 games. How many games did they win? 

Equation X = 12 - 4 

Answer 8 

 

Solving math word problems is not a 

classification problem to obtain the answer directly. 

It needs to infer an equation, arithmetic formula, or 

an action sequence as an intermediate step, usually 

using the syntactic and semantic information in the 

problem. According to previous research, 

incorporating graph neural networks and 

intermediate semantic representation into the model 

improves final performance [13]–[15]. This paper 

proposed a Transformer-based neural model for 

math word problems. We train a dependency-based 

word embedding model, utilizing the dependency 

path and relative dependency position between 

words in the sentence. We conducted experiments 

on the MAWPS and Math23K datasets. The 

experimental results show the model with 

dependency-based word embedding performs better 

than the sequence-to-sequence models. 

II.     RELATED WORK 

A. Math Word Problems Solving 

Rule-based systems are used for solving math 

word problems at an early stage. The STUDENT 

system converted the question into a logical 

expression through predefined rules [1]. The 

DEDUCOM system extended logical deduction by 

adding a depth-first search strategy and a recursive 

algorithm [16]. The CARPS system introduced 

structured information into the representation of the 

problem, which can be used to solve the calculus 

rate problem [2]. In the 1980s, schemas were 

introduced to represent math problems, containing 

semantic information about the question types [17]. 

Riley et al. introduced three kinds of knowledge: 

problem schema for understanding the semantic 

knowledge of the problem, action schema for 

representing the action knowledge of problem-

solving, and strategy knowledge for guiding the 

actions [18]. However, these rule-based methods 

require hand-crafted rules. 

The statistical machine learning methods take the 

features of a problem sequence or syntax as the 

input. Kushman used the Log-Likelihood method to 

find the equation template of the problem and then 

extracted information from the problem text to fill 

the numerical slot and quantity slot of the template 

[4]. Roy proposed a method based on the arithmetic 

tree to solve math word problems. It obtained the 

best arithmetic tree through a classification 

algorithm [19], introduced unit dependency graphs 

to represent the dependency between quantities [20], 

and presented declarative rules to transform 

mathematical concepts such as dimension analysis 

and subset relations into expressions [21]. 

Deep learning methods have made great 

improvements in math word problems. Wang 

presented a seq2seq approach to map the problems 

into equation templates [22]. Huang incorporated 

the copy mechanism that directly copied the 

quantities in the problems into the equations and the 

alignment mechanism that aligned the quantities in 

the problems with the quantities in the equations 

[23]. Wang compared the performance of BiLSTM, 

ConvS2S, and Transformer, and employed an 

ensemble method that selected the highest 

probability product of these models as the output 

[24]. Li proposed a variant of the multi-head 

attention, group-attention method, to fuse different 

types of information, including global information, 

the relations between quantities and their contexts, 

the relations among quantities, and the relations 

between quantities and questions [25]. These 

methods take the sequences of math problems as 

the input, and use attention networks to empower 

long-distance constraints, but do not apply any 

constraints to the output equation sequence. 

Xie proposed a tree-based encoder-decoder 

model to generate the arithmetic tree for math 

problems [26]. In this model, the decoder used a 

top-down search method. It first predicted the top 

node, and then the nodes in the tree, whether they 

are operators or operands, with a depth-first 

strategy. Chiang mapped math problem solving to 

operations on a stack to generate the equation [27]. 

However, these methods don't consider the 
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syntactic and semantic information of math 

questions. 

B. Word Embedding Approaches 

Word embedding refers to the mapping of a word 

or phrase to a vector. The skipgram method trained 

the model using the context of the target word 

instead of only the previous words [28]. To simplify 

the model complexity, the output layer used 

Hierarchical Softmax and Negative Sampling to 

construct the Huffman tree. ELMO trained the word 

embedding representation according to the 

semantics of the context words, so that it could 

better express the specific meaning in this context 

[29]. GPT uses Transformer network instead of 

LSTM as a language model, which can better 

capture long-distance language structures. Then it 

finetunes the pre-trained language model for 

specific tasks [30]. BERT trained a bidirectional 

language model using the Transformer encoder, 

which achieved good results for various NLP tasks 

[31]. 

In the traditional skip-gram method, the context 

of a word is its neighboring words in the text. Levy 

proposed a dependency-based word embedding 

using word modifiers and heads as the training 

context [32]. Komninos compared three different 

word embeddings: the skip-gram model, a variant 

of the skip-gram model that uses the dependency 

context, and a variant of the skip-gram model that 

uses additional information from the dependency 

graph. The experimental results for question type 

classification, binary sentiment classification, and 

semantic relation classification revealed that 

methods based on dependency context embeddings 

outperformed the baseline model [33]. Li studied 

Skip-gram, CBOW, and Glove using dependency 

relations, and conducted experiments on part-of-

speech tagging, named entity recognition, and text 

classification [34]. MacAvaney studied two 

dependency embeddings: Stanford embedding and 

Universal embedding, which uses five levels of 

label types, from unlabeled to Enhanced++. The 

results show that the dependent word embeddings 

are useful for word similarity tasks, but not for 

name entity recognition [35]. 

 

III.     OUR MODEL 

This paper proposes a transformed-based neural 

model for math word problems. The model is 

illustrated in Fig. 1. The problem text is mapped 

into a real vector sequence using a dependency-

based word embedding. Then the Transformer 

encoder-decoder model generate the mathematical 

equation of the problem. The generated equation is 

used to calculate the final answer. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1 The architecture of our model 

 

C. Dependency-based Word Embedding 

Pre-trained word embeddings have played an 

important role in improving the performance of 

neural models. To increase the interaction between 

entities and quantities in the input sequence, we use 

dependency-based word embedding as the first 

layer of our model. Previous work shows that 

positional information is also useful for many 

natural language processing tasks [36]. We adopt a 

positional dependency-based word embedding 

proposed by Yin, which predicts the target word 

from neighboring context and dependency-based 

context. The dependency-based context c  is 

composed of the dependency context vector 
depc  

and the positional context vector posc .  

(1 )pos dep =  + − c c c  
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where   is the weight to balance between 

dependency context and positional context. 

The dependency context vector depc represents the 

information on the dependency path between the 

target word and its dependency context. Fig. 2 

shows an example of a dependency tree. The 

dependency path for the pair (effect, market) in the 

figure is /on IN→ → . A dependency path 

1 2( , , , )lg g g  is first chosen from the embedding 

matrix n d

depM R , and use RNN model the 

generates the dependency context vector 
depc . The 

positional context vector posc  are chosen from the 

embedding matrix ( 1)s

s

d

poM − R , where s  is the 

window size.  

 

 
 

Fig. 2 An example of a dependency tree 

 

It uses a margin-based method to train the 

embedding. The loss function is 

 

{ ( , , ) ( , , ) ,0}t c t cL max S w c w S w c w = − +  

 

where tw  is the target word, c is the dependency-

based context, and cw  is the neighboring context. 

  is the margin value, ( ) T

c tS w c w=   is the score 

function. The loss function is to maximize the 

difference between golden ( , , )t cS w c w  than random 

( , , )t cS w c w . 

D. Transformer Layer 

The encoder of the transformer contains n 

identical layers, and each layer contains two 

sublayers, as shown in Figure 3. Each sublayer is 

connected using a residual network and then 

normalized. The output of each sublayer is 

( ( ))Layernorm x sublayer x+ .  

 
Fi. 3 Transformer encoder 

 

The first sublayer is a multi-head self-attention 

mechanism. It enables the model to learn 

information from different representation subspaces 

from these self-attention networks, each of which is 

scaled dot-product attention. 

1( , , ) ( , , ) O

hMultiHead Q K V Concat head head W=   
           ( , , )Q K V

i i i iwherehead Attention QW KW VW=  

( , , ) ( )
T

k

QK
Attention Q K V softmax V

d
=

 
The second sublayer is a position-wise fully 

connected feedforward network. 

1 1 2 2( ) (0, )FFN x max xW b W b= + +
 

IV. EXPERIMENTS 

E. Dataset Settings 

We perform experiments on two datasets: 

Math23K and MAWPS [22], [37]. Math23K is a 

dataset with Chinese math word problems, which 

contains 23161 problems [22]. MAWPS offers a 

large collection of data from other existing datasets, 

e.g., AddSub, SingleOp, MultiArith, SingleEq [4], 

[5], [19], [38]. It contains 2373 math word 

problems with one unknown variable. The statistics 

of the datasets are shown in table II. 

TABLE III 

STATISTICS OF THE DATASETS 

Dataset MAWPS Math23K 

#questions 2373 23162 

#setences 6.3K 70.1K 

# single operators 1311 3131 

#multiple operators 1062 20031 

 

F. Experimental Results 

Neural network models usually need a large 

amount of training data to achieve good 
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performance. In this section, we perform 

experiments to check the performance of our model 

on different sizes of training data. The experimental 

results on Math23K dataset are shown in Fig. 3. 

From the figure, we can see that the accuracy of our 

model increases with the size of the training data. 

The model performs better on a large dataset than 

on a small dataset. It reaches the best performance 

with all the training data. 

 

 
Fig. 3 The accuracy of our model on Math23K with different size of training 

data 

 

Finally, we evaluate our model with other 

methods on the MAWPS and Math23K datasets. 

The results are shown in Table III. It can be seen 

that our model performs better than previous 

sequence-to-sequence models. The Graph2Tree 

model achieves higher accuracy than our model. It 

uses a graph-based encoder and a tree-based 

decoder, incorporating quantity cell graph and 

quantity comparison graph to enhance the relations 

and order information among quantities. 

TABLE IIIII 

COMPARISON OF OUR MODEL WITH OTHER METHODS 

Models MAWPS Math23K 

Neural Solver[22] -  64.7 

T-RNN[39] 66.8 66.9 

Multi-Head 

Attention[25] 

76.1 69.5 

GTS [26] - 74.3 

Graph2Tree [13] 83.7 77.4 

Our Model 74.5 71.2 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we propose a transformer neural 

model for math word problems. The transformer 

layer is used to increase the long-distance relations 

of words in the input sequence. Our model takes a 

dependency-based word embedding as its input to 

represent the relations between entities and 

quantities. The experimental results show that our 

model achieves better performance than sequence-

to-sequence models. In the future, we will 

incorporate more structural information to the 

model. 
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